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o r i g i n a l a r t i c l e

Modeling Spread of KPC-Producing Bacteria in Long-Term Acute
Care Hospitals in the Chicago Region, USA

Manon R. Haverkate, MSc;1,2 Martin C. J. Bootsma, PhD;1,3 Shayna Weiner, MPH;2 Donald Blom, RN;2

Michael Y. Lin, MD, MPH;2 Karen Lolans, BS;4 Nicholas M. Moore, MS;5 Rosie D. Lyles, MD;6 Robert A. Weinstein, MD;2,6

Marc J. M. Bonten, MD;1,7 Mary K. Hayden, MD;2,4 for the CDC Prevention Epicenter Program

objective. Prevalence of blaKPC-encoding Enterobacteriaceae (KPC) in Chicago long-term acute care hospitals (LTACHs) rose rapidly after
the first recognition in 2007. We studied the epidemiology and transmission capacity of KPC in LTACHs and the effect of patient cohorting.

methods. Data were available from 4 Chicago LTACHs from June 2012 to June 2013 during a period of bundled interventions. These
consisted of screening for KPC rectal carriage, daily chlorhexidine bathing, medical staff education, and 3 cohort strategies: a pure cohort
(all KPC-positive patients on 1 floor), single rooms for KPC-positive patients, and a mixed cohort (all KPC-positive patients on 1 floor,
supplemented with KPC-negative patients). A data-augmented Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method was used to model the
transmission process.

results. Average prevalence of KPC colonization was 29.3%. On admission, 18% of patients were colonized; the sensitivity of the screening
process was 81%. The per admission reproduction number was 0.40. The number of acquisitions per 1,000 patient days was lowest in LTACHs
with a pure cohort ward or single rooms for colonized patients compared with mixed-cohort wards, but 95% credible intervals overlapped.

conclusions. Prevalence of KPC in LTACHs is high, primarily due to high admission prevalence and the resultant impact of high
colonization pressure on cross transmission. In this setting, with an intervention in place, patient-to-patient transmission is insufficient
to maintain endemicity. Inclusion of a pure cohort or single rooms for KPC-positive patients in an intervention bundle seemed to limit
transmission compared to use of a mixed cohort.

Infect. Control Hosp. Epidemiol. 2015;36(10) :1148–1154

introduction

One of themost threatening recent developments to face hospitals
is the emergence of carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae
(CPE).1 Nosocomial outbreaks of CPE are being reported with
increasing frequency.2,3 Different types of CPE exist, including
Enterobacteriaceae that produce Klebsiella pneumoniae carbape-
nemases (KPC),4 which represent a major problem in short-stay
hospitals and especially in long-term acute care hospitals
(LTACHs).5–8 There, vulnerable patients are in close proximity to
each other and multidrug-resistant organisms can spread easily.9

KPC was first identified in an isolate from North Carolina,
United States, in 1996.4 The first recognition of KPC in the
Chicago region (Illinois, USA) occurred in 2007 and since then,
numbers have been rising. A point-prevalence survey in

24 acute-care hospitals and 7 LTACHs in 2011 showed that 3.3%
of adult patients in short-stay hospital intensive care units
(ICUs) and 30.4% of LTACH residents were colonized with
KPC.10

LTACHs are assumed to be a driving force behind the KPC
epidemic due to high prevalence, high transmission rates, and
patient movement between facilities.7,11–13 The potential for the
regional spread of antibiotic resistance has been demonstrated
extensively.14–17 Several studies have incorporated patient move-
ment inmodels of infectious disease spread, ie, for pathogens such
asClostridium difficile,18methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA),16,19–21 and vancomycin-resistant enterococci.22 No
model is available for the spread of KPCs in LTACHs. Further-
more, the optimal strategy to contain the spread of Gram-negative
bacteria, including KPCs, in LTACHs is unknown.12,23
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Therefore, we investigated the epidemiology of KPCs in 4
different LTACHs participating in a bundled KPC control
intervention in the Chicago region.24 We used advanced
modeling to explicitly fill in missing data (eg, missed swabs),
estimate testing characteristics (eg, imperfect sensitivity of
rectal cultures for KPC), determine the transmission capacity
of KPC, and quantify the effect of patient cohorting on trans-
mission within these 4 LTACHs.

methods

Data

This analysis was performed on data collected from 4 LTACHs
in the Chicago region between June 11, 2012 (or June 1 in 1
LTACH), and June 30, 2013, a time within the original study
period during which complete data regarding patient room
occupancy were available. All patients admitted were included.
During this period, a bundled intervention was implemented
in all 4 LTACHs that consisted of screening all patients for
KPC on admission, every-other-week point-prevalence sur-
veys, bathing all LTACH patients daily with 2% chlorhexidine
gluconate (CHG) cloths (Sage Products, Cary, IL), education
of medical staff on KPC and infection prevention, and
adherence monitoring that focused on hand hygiene.24

In addition, cohorting strategies were implemented. Ideally,
1 floor was to be a cohort floor where KPC-positive patients
would be cared for by cohorted staff. This was done at LTACH
D. For logistical reasons, this was not feasible at the other
LTACHs, where the cohorting strategies were locally modified.
At LTACH B, all KPC-carriers were treated in single rooms
without staff cohorting. LTACHs A and C had mixed-cohort
floors, ie, the majority of patients were KPC-positive but KPC-
negative patients were also housed on the cohort floor and
were cared for by the same staff. Previously identified KPC
carriers were not screened upon readmission but were placed
directly in single rooms or on a cohort floor.

The study was reviewed and approved by the institutional
review board of Rush University Medical Center and granted
expedited review.

Microbiology

KPC carriage status was determined from microbiological
cultures of rectal swabs, obtained on admission and during
point-prevalence surveys conducted every other week. These
screening cultures were included in the current analysis. Sam-
ples were screened using an ertapenem disk method in a central
laboratory; blaKPC was confirmed by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR).25–27 In line with the study protocol, patients previously
identified as KPC-positive were excluded from screening.

Clinical cultures were ordered as needed by treating physi-
cians, and samples yielding carbapenem-resistant Klebsiella
spp. or Escherichia coli were used in the sensitivity analysis.
Clinical cultures were considered positive for KPC if a
Klebsiella spp. or an E. coli isolate was isolated that displayed

intermediate susceptibility or resistance to imipenem. This
approach was validated in the original analysis.24

Markov Model

A Markov model was used to describe KPC transmission.
Patients were assumed to be either colonized with KPC or sus-
ceptible to colonization. The rate of transition from susceptible
to colonized was dependent on the number of colonized
patients on the floor28 and was defined by α + β * I/N, where α
is the background transmission rate, β is the patient-dependent
transmission rate, I is the number of colonized patients present,
and N is the total number of patients in the unit (I/N= fraction
of colonized patients on the unit, or colonization pressure). In β,
all transmissions were included that were dependent on the
colonization pressure on the floor. This rate could include
transmission from colonized to susceptible patients (either
directly or through the contaminated hands of HCW) and
transmission from the environment when this was dependent
on the colonization pressure. All other transmissions were
accounted for in α, eg, the endogenous route and transmission
from the environment independent of the colonization pressure
on the floor (including transmission from HCWs moving
between floors). The endogenous route represents bacteria that
were already present in the host at undetectable levels and that
presumably reached detectable levels under antibiotic pressure.
KPC carriers were assumed to remain colonized during their
entire stay in the LTACH. We assumed that the test specificity
for KPC detection was 100% and no distinction was made
between different species of Enterobacteriaceae.
As patients were not cultured every day and culture results

might have been falsely negative, the exact number of colo-
nized patients was unknown. Therefore, a Bayesian framework
using a data-augmented Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method with Metropolis-Hastings algorithm was developed,
taking unobserved colonization and colonization times into
account, analogous to the method used by Worby et al.29 We
also estimated the probability of a patient being a KPC carrier
on admission (f) and the sensitivity of the screening process
(ϕ), which included the swabbing technique, transportation
and storage of swabs, culture method, and accuracy of the
blaKPC PCR assay (details are provided in Online Appendix A).
Nurses generally were assigned to 1 floor. Therefore, every

LTACH-floor was considered a distinct unit in which trans-
mission could occur. The high acuity units (wards that cared
for patients with higher-level medical or nursing needs) were
physically separated from the general floors and had a distinct
nursing team; therefore, these were considered separate units.
In 2 LTACHs (B and D), 1 floor was divided into 2 separate
units because they were separated both physically and in terms
of nurse assignment. Each admission was considered a new
admission if the patient had left the facility for at least 1 day,
and the culture results obtained during previous admissions
were not taken into account in the current analysis.

transmission dynamics of kpc in ltachs 1149



A total of 1,000,000 iterations of the algorithm were run per
LTACH. To account for the burn-in time, the first 20% of the
iterations were not used for calculation of parameter estimates.
Plots of convergence of the parameter estimates were
inspected visually, and the Geweke diagnostic was calculated
for all chains. To calculate summary measures for all
LTACHs, a meta-analysis using a random-effects model was
performed.30,31 A natural logarithm transformation was per-
formed for α and β to normalize distributions. To investigate
the effects of cohorting, numbers of acquisitions per 1,000
patient days at risk were calculated for non-cohort and cohort
floors. In addition, absolute numbers of acquisitions per
LTACH were estimated. These numbers were then converted
to numbers of acquisitions per 1,000 patient days to facilitate
comparisons between LTACHs and the effects of different
cohorting strategies. A weighted least-squares regression
analysis was performed to relate differences in study protocol
adherence to numbers of acquisitions. Effects on parameter
estimates of clinical cultures that yielded KPC were evaluated
in a sensitivity analysis. We also analyzed the data using the
assumption from the original study that patients remained
colonized for the remainder of the study duration once they
had tested positive. To that end, we created a new dataset in
which positive cultures were added on the day of admission for
patients who had previously tested positive.

The algorithm for the parameter estimates was written in
C++ , the meta-analysis was done in Microsoft Office Excel
2010, convergence diagnostics were done in R, and the
regression was performed in SPSS 21 (IBM, Armonk, NY).

results

The current analysis included 95,982 patient days and 3,257
admissions of 2,575 unique patients, with comparable patient
mix among LTACHs (Table 1).

A total of 7,250 cultures were obtained (6,757 surveillance
cultures and 493 clinical cultures). The median number of
cultures per admission was 2 (range, 0–28), and KPC was
detected in 761 cultures (11.3%). Of positive isolates, 90%
were K. pneumoniae, 5% were E. coli, 3% were Enterobacter
aerogenes, and 2% were other Enterobacteriaceae species. Rates
of adherence to cohorting (represented as the proportion of

positive patients on cohort floors or in single rooms) were 88%
in LTACH A, 97% in LTACH B, 91% in LTACH C, and 99%
in LTACH D.

MCMC Model

Pooled and individual parameter value estimates from the
model are presented in Table 2 and Online Figure S1. For
individual LTACHs, 95% credible intervals largely overlap.
Trace plots of all chains were inspected and seemed stable. All
chains had a Geweke diagnostic (z-value) below 2 and were
considered converged.
The estimated sensitivity of the screening process was 81%.

The per-admission reproduction number RA, which is the
average number of KPC transmissions caused by 1 KPC-
positive patient during a single admission,32,33 can be
approximated by multiplying the transmission parameter
β (0.0136) by the mean length of stay (29.5 days), which yields
a value of 0.40. The relative importance of patient-to-patient
transmission compared to background transmission can be
calculated as β * mean prevalence/(β * mean prevalence + α).
With an overall mean prevalence of 29.3% as calculated by the
model, we estimate that 60.9% of the acquisitions resulted
from patient-to-patient transmission and that the remaining
39.1% resulted from background transmission.
Calculated acquisitions per 1,000 patient days at risk,

absolute numbers of acquisitions per month, and acquisitions
per 1,000 patient days are depicted in Table 3. When com-
paring these to the numbers reported in the original study, the
model predicts more acquisitions than were observed.24

LTACHs B and D had the lowest number of acquisitions per
1,000 patient days, while LTACHs A and C had higher rates.
The strategies adopted at LTACHs B (single-room isolation)
and LTACH D (a strict cohort floor for colonized patients) or
the implementation of the infection control bundle at these
locations were more effective in reducing KPC cross trans-
mission than the strategies implemented at LTACHs A and C.
The weighted least-squares regression analysis showed a

negative association between adherence to cohorting (mean
percentage of KPC-positive patients on cohort floors or in
single rooms) and the number of acquisitions per 1,000 patient
days at risk. Adherence to collection of admission swabs,

table 1. Patient and Admission Characteristics

Total LTACH A LTACH B LTACH C LTACH D

No. of patient admissions 3,257 768 730 1,187 572
No. of unique patients 2,575 595 570 937 473
Patient days 95,982 19,840 20,322 39,070 16,750
No. of distinct units 20 5 5 5 5
Mean census per day 247 52 53 99 44
Median length of stay, d (IQR) 24 (14–37) 22 (13–33) 23 (15–36) 25 (14–41) 26 (16–39)
Mean age of patients, y (SD) 64 (16) 65 (16) 63 (16) 61 (16) 68 (14)
Sex, % male 56.2% 52.8% 57.7% 57.3% 56.4%

NOTE. LTACH, long-term acute care hospital; IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation.
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table 2. Parameter Values of the Original Model

Pooleda LTACH A LTACH B LTACH C LTACH D

Background transmission rate (per day),
median (95% CrI)

α 0.0026 (0.0015–0.0043)b 0.0021 (0.00029–0.0044) 0.0020 (0.00013–0.0045) 0.0039 (0.0017–0.0061) 0.0014 (0.00030–0.0030)

Patient-dependent transmission rate
(per colonized patient per day),
median (95% CrI)

β 0.014 (0.0071–0.026)b 0.019 (0.0055–0.033) 0.0076 (0.00046–0.018) 0.0078 (0.00075–0.018) 0.023 (0.0039–0.051)

Probability to be positive on admission,
median (95% CrI)

f 0.18 (0.14–0.21) 0.14 (0.11–0.17) 0.18 (0.14–0.23) 0.22 (0.19–0.26) 0.18 (0.14–0.22)

Sensitivity of screening process,c median
(95% CrI)

φ 0.81 (0.74–0.88) 0.89 (0.74–0.98) 0.71 (0.56–0.83) 0.78 (0.70–0.86) 0.87 (0.75–0.95)

NOTE. LTACH, long-term acute care hospital; 95% CrI, 95% credible interval.
aMean and 95% confidence interval instead of median and 95% credible interval.
bValues after transformation back to the original scale.
cIncluding the swabbing process, transportation and storage of swabs, culture method, and accuracy of the blaKPC PCR assay.

table 3. blaKPC-Encoding Enterobacteriaceae (KPC) Acquisitions in the Original Model

LTACH Floor typea

Modeled acquisitions per 1,000
patient days at risk per ward type,

median (95% CrI)b

Modeled acquisitions per
month per ward type, median

(95% CrI)

Modeled acquisitions per
month per LTACH, median

(95% CrI)

Observed
acquisitions per

month per LTACHc

Modeled acquisitions per 1,000
patient days per LTACH, median

(95% CrI)

A Non-cohort 3.9 (2.8–5.1) 3.7 (2.7–4.8) 6.3 (4.8–7.9) 3.7 4.0 (3.0–5.0)
Cohort 11.0 (6.4–16.6) 2.5 (1.6–3.6)

B Non-cohort 3.8 (2.4–5.2) 4.5 (2.8–6.2) 4.5 (2.8–6.2) 4.4 2.8 (1.7–3.8)
C Non-cohort 5.5 (4.3–6.6) 7.3 (5.7–9.0) 11.5 (9.2–14.0) 8.3 3.8 (3.0–4.6)

Cohort 7.0 (4.6–10.1) 4.2 (2.9–5.7)
D Non-cohort 2.4 (1.5–3.4) 2.2 (1.4–3.2) 3.6 (2.1–5.2) 2.0 2.7 (1.6–3.9)

Cohort 20.6 (4.7–50.1) 1.4 (0.4–2.5)

NOTE. LTACH, long-term acute care hospital; 95% CrI, 95% credible interval
aLTACHs A + C: non-cohort floors and mixed cohort floors, LTACH B: single rooms for positive patients, LTACH D: non-cohort floors and pure cohort floors
bOnly patients at risk for colonization (excluding patients positive for KPC)
cA subset of actual numbers found in the original study,24 only definite transmissions (excluding patients that missed their admission swab but had a positive screening culture at follow-up).
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every-other-week surveillance swabs, hand hygiene, the
quantity of CHG cloths ordered per patient per month, or
patient-related variables (eg, length of stay, age, gender) were
not significantly associated with the number of acquisitions
(Online Appendix B).

Sensitivity Analysis

When positive clinical cultures for KPC were added, parameter
estimates remained largely unchanged (Online Appendix C,
Table S1). When (artificial) positive cultures for previously
known carriers were added (Online Appendix C, Table S2), the
estimates for the transmission parameters were lower, whereas
the probability to be positive on admission was higher than in
the main analysis.

discussion

The results of this study show that in 4 LTACHs with high
endemic prevalence of KPC, the per admission reproduction
number, RA, was 0.40. This value indicates that patient-to-
patient transmission of KPC during a single admission is not
enough to maintain endemicity in a setting with daily chlor-
hexidine bathing, staff education, and cohorting. Admissions
of colonized patients and endogenous selection conserve the
transmission cycle of KPC. These findings strongly suggest that
the admission of colonized patients is a main driver of the KPC
epidemic in these LTACHs.

In the current study, different units were regarded as sepa-
rate entities, but spillover between units was likely. For
example, nurses may have taken over shifts on other floors,
and other staff, such as doctors and physiotherapists, visited
patients on all units and may have contributed to the spread of
KPC. This possibility was captured in the parameter α, toge-
ther with endogenous selection. The latter may occur when a
patient is colonized with KPC at undetectable levels on
admission and these bacteria grow to detectable levels during
the patient’s LTACH stay. The relevance of this mechanism
has also been demonstrated for extended-spectrum β-
lactamase–producing bacteria.23

Different parameter estimates for the 4 LTACHs may have
arisen from inherent differences between them, eg, differences
in size and referral patterns. The cohorting strategy should not
have influenced the transmission parameters. Cohorting redu-
ces the number of contacts between colonized and uncolonized
patients, possibly mediated by healthcare workers, but the
transmission probability given a contact between a colonized
and an uncolonized patient is not mediated by cohorting. Only
if adherence to the infection prevention bundle was higher in
cohort wards than in non-cohort wards would cohorting have
had a direct influence on transmission parameters. Therefore,
we considered the number of acquisitions per 1,000 patient days
to judge the cohorting effect. LTACHs B and D had the lowest
numbers of acquisitions per 1,000 patient days, suggesting that
their strategies were superior to the strategy of mixed-cohort

floors, as adopted at LTACHs A and C. However, 95% credible
intervals of parameters for the 4 LTACHs overlapped, pre-
cluding firm conclusions. The regression analysis indicated that
the higher the adherence to cohorting, the lower the number of
acquisitions. This result is another indication that separating
KPC-positive from KPC-negative patients is a good control
strategy for containing the spread of KPC.8,34 However, con-
founding factors such as differences between LTACHs in hand
hygiene compliance or case mix may still have played a role. A
similar result was found by Ben-David et al.35 In their univariate
analysis, lower adherence to placement of colonized patients in
single rooms or cohorting was a risk factor for newly
discovered CPE carriage in a long-term care facility. Creating a
cohort for KPC control is intuitively attractive but can be
difficult in practice. Our data provide an important demon-
stration of the potential benefit that can be weighted against the
effort needed to maintain the cohort. Although this benefit
might be explained by physical separation of positive and
negative patients, it may also be related to nurse cohorting,
optimal bathing technique, andmore attention to hand hygiene.
The finding that the estimates for swab sensitivity for all

4 LTACHs were similar and that all 95% credible intervals
overlapped may reflect the fact that all swabs were analyzed in
a central laboratory. There do not seem to be major differences
among LTACHs in swabbing techniques used.
There were differences between the number of acquisitions

predicted by the model and the crude data, as observed in the
epidemiological study.24 These differences can be partially
explained by the sensitivity of KPC screening that is taken into
account in the MCMCmodel. Because specificity was assumed
to be 100%, model estimates for the number of acquisitions
should be equal to or higher than study counts. Furthermore,
in the MCMC model, cultures from previous admissions were
ignored and patients who were considered KPC-positive on
admission in the epidemiological study might have acquired
KPC carriage in the model. Because patients may lose coloni-
zation between discharge and readmission, assuming patients
are still positive on admission leads to overestimation of the
prevalence of colonization on admission. Because no infor-
mation was available on colonization status during previous
LTACH visits before the start of the study, we had incomplete
data on previous colonization status. Therefore, our main
model, which allows for colonization on admission, is most
likely more accurate. Finally, no samples were obtained from
some patients. These missing data were taken into account in
the MCMC model. The sensitivity analyses demonstrated the
robustness of the model estimates.
Although we are not aware of similar studies in LTACHs,

Worby et al29 used a similar method to estimate transmission
parameters of MRSA in 10 general hospital wards in the Uni-
ted Kingdom. Naturally, differences in setting and pathogen
characteristics preclude direct comparisons of study results.
However, estimates for α and β, as obtained for KPC in
LTACHs, were at least 10 times higher than those of MRSA in
general hospital wards. This result might reflect the fact that
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more severely ill patients needing more intensive treatment,
creating more opportunities for the spread of pathogens, are
treated in LTACHs. But this result may also indicate that KPC
has a higher transmission capacity than MRSA.

This study has several limitations. Data were collected dur-
ing a bundled intervention, and awareness of KPC and
enforcement of hand hygiene were heightened in this envir-
onment. Therefore, values of transmission parameters may be
underestimated but reflect achievable control parameters.
Also, individual effects of separate elements of the bundle are
difficult to distinguish. Due to the small number of regression
points, no multivariable regression was possible.

In conclusion, in LTACHs with a high endemicity of KPC
carriers, patient-to-patient transmission is insufficient to
maintain endemicity. Instead, high admission prevalence
appears to be the main factor driving endemicity. In such
settings, during active strategies to prevent colonization and
infection with KPC, cohorting of KPC carriers on separate
floors or in single rooms seems beneficial. Prospective com-
parative studies are needed to quantify the benefits of different
strategies.
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